Personalize your Herend dinnerware purchase with your monogram hand painted in 24-karat gold.

Please place order through your selected Herend retailer.

Two monogram fonts are available in block and script. If three letters are chosen, specify if they should all be the same size or if you prefer the letter in the middle to be larger than the letters on each side. The actual size of the monogram will be scaled proportionately to the piece. Custom monograms are available with pricing at time of order.

The following information must be completed and provided to your retailer before they can place the order. Please note that monograms are fired on the pieces, so must be ordered upon initial purchase and cannot be added later.

Font Styles:  
☐ Block  ☐ Script  

Monogramming:  
☐ One Letter ($5)  
☐ Two Letters ($10)  
☐ Three Letters ($15)  
☐ Silk Ribbon  ☐ Each Letter ($6)

Size:  
☐ All Letters Same Size  
☐ Middle larger than R & L

Monogram:  
(Please Print in monogram order from left to right)

Monogram Fee:  
\[
\frac{\text{Number of Pieces} \times \text{Number of Letters}}{\text{Total Monogramming Fee}} = \$
\]

Approximate delivery time will be 4 months from the time your order is received. 
Once the order has been placed it cannot be changed or cancelled.

The following information must be provided:

Store Name

Store Address

Store Account #

Customer acknowledges the provided information is correct and agrees that once the order is placed it cannot be changed, cancelled or returned to Herend. By signing here, the customer agrees to the above terms and accepts that it will take approximately four months for delivery.

Customer Authorization Signature  DATE

Store Authorization Signature  DATE
Each letter is painted by hand, so slight variations of the fonts may occur.